Abstract. It is the purpose of this article to establish a technical tool to study regularity of solutions to parabolic equations on manifolds. As applications of this technique, we prove that solutions to the Ricci-DeTurck flow, the surface diffusion flow and the mean curvature flow enjoy joint analyticity in time and space, and solutions to the Ricci flow admit temporal analyticity.
Introduction
In this paper, we establish a localized translation technique on a Riemannian manifold M, which induces a family of parameter-dependent diffeomorphisms acting on tensor fields over M. The background manifolds of geometric interest to us are called uniformly regular Riemannian manifolds, a concept introduced by H. Amann in [4, 5] . These manifolds may be non-compact, or even non-complete.
In some publications, regularity of solutions to partial differential equations is established by means of the implicit function theorem in conjunction with a translation argument, see for example [8, 21, 22, 36] . More precisely, one introduces parameters representing translation in space and time into the solution of some differential equation. Then we study the parameter-dependent equation satisfied by this transformed solution. The implicit function theorem yields the smooth dependence of the solution to the parameter-dependent problem upon the parameters. This regularity property is inherited by the original solution. An advantage of this technique is reflected by its power to prove analyticity of solutions to differential equations, which is not approachable through the classical method of bootstrapping. We first consider the usual translation (t, x) → (t + λ, x + µ) involving both spatial and time variables. However, the global nature of this transformation creates a barrier to applying it to functions over manifolds. So we desire an alternative that only shifts the variables "locally", which empowers us to define the translation in some local chart without changing the value of the functions outside. The idea of a localized translation is first put to use in [20] to study regularity of solutions to elliptic and parabolic equations in Euclidean spaces. The basic building block of [20] is rescaling translations by some cut-off function so that they vanish outside a precompact neighbourhood. The results therein break down the aforementioned barrier and thus enable a local action Θ λ,µ with parameters (λ, µ) ∈ R × R m to be defined on a manifold M, which induces a parameter-dependent diffeomorphism Θ * λ,µ acting on functions, or tensor fields, over M. Throughout, M always denotes an m-dimensional uniformly regular Riemannian manifold, and for any interval I containing 0,İ := I \ {0}. For any topological set U ,Ů denotes the interior of U . In the case that U consists of only one point, we setŮ := U . The main result of this paper can be stated as follows: Theorem 1.1. Let k ∈ N∪{∞, ω} with ω being the symbol for real analyticity. Suppose that M is a C k -uniformly regular Riemannian manifold, and u ∈ BC(I × M). Then u ∈ C k (I ×M) iff for any (t 0 , p) ∈I ×M, there exists r = r(t 0 , p) > 0 and a family of corresponding parameter-dependent diffeomorphisms {Θ * λ,µ : (λ, µ) ∈ B(0, r)} such that
BC(I × M)).
Suppose that u is the solution to some differential equation. As we will see in the following, maximal regularity theory established in [44] along with an implicit function theorem argument allows us to obtain the smooth dependence of the solution Θ * λ,µ u to some parameter-dependent problem upon the translation parameters. Theorem 1.1 then avails us in acquiring regularity of the solution u to the original differential equation.
There are two types of geometric evolution equations stimulating my interest in developing the aforementioned technique. First of them is the evolution of metrics via certain differential equations. One of the most famous and representative examples among them is the Ricci flow:
where Rc(g) is the Ricci tensor with respect to the evolving metric g and g 0 is the initial metric. The study of this equation is initiated by R. Hamilton in his groundbreaking paper [27] . It serves as the primary tool in G. Perelman's solution [40, 41] to the Poincaré conjecture. Many other authors also contribute to this subject from different perspectives, see [13, 14, 37] . R. Hamilton in [27] proves shorttime existence of a smooth solution to the evolution equation (1.1) with smooth initial data g 0 . But his formulation of the problem loses parabolicity, and the proof is based on the Nash-Moser theorem. Shortly afterwards, D. DeTurck [16] modifies this equation to be parabolic by removing the symmetry caused by the invariance of the Ricci tensor under diffeomorphisms, which forces the original equation to be weakly parabolic. The investigation into analyticity of solutions commences with a result of S. Bando [9] showing that, for 0 < t < T with some positive T , the manifold (M, g(t)) is real analytic in normal coordinates with respect to g(t). On non-compact manifolds, B. Kotschwar [33] proves a local version of Bando's theorem without a global bound of the Riemannian curvature tensor. A temporal analyticity result is stated in [34] . The author also shows a local time-space analyticity result in normal coordinates therein. In Section 4, we will see that solutions to the RicciDeTurck flow
enjoy joint analyticity in time and space for any initial metric in the class C 2+α with respect to a fixed atlas. Here L Wg g denotes the Lie derivative of g with respect to a vector field W g , see Section 4 for a precise definition. Based on this result, we will present an alternative proof for the time-analyticity of solutions to the Ricci flow, which is shorter than the one for [34, Theorem 1] . We shall point out that, with an arbitrary C ω -atlas, spatial analyticity of solutions to (1.1) with smooth initial metric in general cannot be true. Indeed, if g is an analytic solution to (1.1) with g 0 smooth, then for every smooth, but not analytic, diffeomorphism φ : M → M, φ * g solves (1.1) with smooth initial metric φ * g 0 . However, in general, φ * g is not analytic. This observation suggests that in order to prove the spatial or joint analyticity of the solution g with arbitrary fixed atlas, we should expect the initial metric g 0 to be analytic as well.
The second type of geometric evolution equations deals with the deformation of manifolds Γ(t) driven by by their curvatures, including the surface diffusion flow
and the averaged mean curvature flow
where V (t) and H Γ(t) denote the normal velocity and the mean curvature of Γ(t), respectively. h Γ(t) stands for the average of H Γ(t) on Γ(t). Meanwhile, ∆ Γ(t) is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Γ(t). Existence and uniqueness of a local smooth solution to equation 1.3 has been established by J. Escher, U. Mayer and G. Simonett in [17] . Later, it is proven by J. Escher and P.B. Mucha [18] that this result admits initial surfaces in Besov spaces. Existence results for initial surfaces with lower regularity are obtained in [32] for graph-like hypersurfaces. Results concerning lifespans of solutions to (1.3) can be found in [17, 46, 47] . The reader may refer to [35] for a more detailed historical account of this problem.
The averaged mean curvature flow is introduced by M. Gage [25] and G. Huisken [28] . In [28] , the author proves global existence of smooth solutions for a smooth, uniformly convex initial surfaces. This constraint on the initial data is later loosed by J. Escher and G. Simonett [23] to admit any initial surface in C 1+α . The prototype of (1.4), the (unaveraged) mean curvature flow, which is obtained by removing the term h Γ(t) in (1.4), is first studied in the pioneering work of K. Brakke [11] . Like equation (1.4), solutions to the mean curvature flow smooth the initial data immediately. A core theme in the study of the mean curvature flow is to investigate the development and structure of singularities, see e.g. [29, 30, 31, 48, 49] . Similar to the Ricci-DeTurck flow, it will be shown in Section 5 and 6 that solutions to the three above-mentioned equations are indeed real analytic jointly in time and space. Section 2 is of preparatory character, wherein we introduce some basic concepts and properties of function spaces and tensor fields on a uniformly regular Riemannian manifold M. They serve as the stepstone to the theory of differential equations on M, see [4, 5, 44] for related work. Section 3 plays a central role in this paper. Therein we introduce the aforesaid parameter-dependent diffeomorphism technique. A major obstruction of bringing in the localized translations on M lies in how to introduce parameters so that the transformed functions and differential operators depend ideally on the parameters as long as the original functions and operators are smooth enough around the "center" of the localized translations. Thanks to the discussions in [44] and Section 2, we can set up these properties based on the prototypical results in [20] .
Although in this paper our discussion is restricted to geometric evolution equations on compact manifolds, the reader should be aware that the techniques herein, as is shown in [44] for the Yamabe flow on non-compact and non-complete manifolds, also apply to equations on general uniformly regular Riemannian manifolds.
We mention that the method to combine the implicit function theorem and translations to study regularity of solutions to parabolic evolution equations on compact manifolds is also addressed in [19] by J. Escher and G. Prokert. In their work, the authors first construct a family of global real analytic vector fields. The induced one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms plays the same role as Θ * λ,µ in this paper. It is known that the existence of such a one-parameter group is valid on compact manifolds, but is not guaranteed in general.
Assumptions on manifolds:
We list some geometric assumptions on the Riemannian manifolds treated in this paper. They provide the basis for analyzing function spaces and tensor fields on manifolds. This work is originally addressed in [4, 5] . Let (M, g) be a C ∞ -Riemannian manifold of dimension m with or without boundary endowed with g as its Riemannian metric such that its underlying topological space is separable and metrizable. An atlas A := (O κ , ϕ κ ) κ∈K for M is said to be normalized if
where H m is the closed half space R + × R m−1 and B m is the unit Euclidean ball centered at the origin in R m . We put B κ . The atlas A is said to have finite multiplicity if there exists K ∈ N such that any intersection of more than K coordinate patches is empty. Put
The finite multiplicity of A and the separability of M imply that K is countable. If two real-valued functions f and g are equivalent in the sense that f /c ≤ g ≤ cf for some c ≥ 1, then we write f ∼ g. An atlas A is said to fulfil the uniformly shrinkable condition, if it is normalized and there exists 0 < r < 1 such that {ψ κ (rB m κ ) : κ ∈ K} is a cover for M. Following H. Amann [4, 5] , we say that a manifold (M, g) endowed with an atlas A is a C ∞ -uniformly regular Riemannian manifold, or simply uniformly regular Riemannian manifold, if (R1) A is uniformly shrinkable and has finite multiplicity.
Here g m denotes the Euclidean metric on R m and ψ * κ g denotes the pull-back metric of g by ψ κ .
(R4) ψ
Here u k,∞ := max |α|≤k ∂ α u ∞ , and it is understood that a constant c(k), like in (R2), depends only on k. N 0 is the set of all natural numbers including 0. An atlas A satisfying (R1) and (R2) is called a uniformly regular atlas. (R3) reads as
κ , ξ ∈ R m and some c ≥ 1 uniformly in κ. In particular, any compact manifold is uniformly regular. The reader may consult [6] for examples of uniformly regular Riemannian manifolds. Given any Riemannian manifold M without boundary, in virtue of a result of R.E. Greene [26] stating that there exists a complete Riemannian metric with bounded geometry on M, we can always find a Riemannian metric g c making (M, g c ) uniformly regular, see [26, Theorem 2'] and [39, Remark 1.7] . However, this result is of restricted interest, since in most of the PDE problems, we are forced to work with a fixed background metric whose compatibility with the metric g c is unknown. A uniformly regular Riemannian manifold M admits a localization system subordinate to A, by which we mean a family (π κ , ζ κ ) κ∈K satisfying:
κ∈K is a partition of unity subordinate to A.
The reader may refer to [4, Lemma 3.2] for a proof. If, in addition, the atlas A and the metric g are real analytic, we say that (M, g) is a C ω -uniformly regular Riemannian manifold. Lastly, for each k ∈ N, the concept of C k -uniformly regular Riemannian manifold is defined by modifying (R2), (R4) and (L1)-(L3) in an obvious way.
, where s ≥ 0 and F ∈ {bc, BC, W p , H p }. The precise definitions for these function spaces will be presented in Section 2. Similarly, F s (M) stands for the corresponding K-valued spaces defined on the manifold M. 
, where T M and T * M denote the tangent and the cotangent bundle of M, respectively. For abbreviation, we set J σ := {1, 2, . . . , m} σ , and J τ is defined alike. Given a coordinate
The local representation of a ∈ T σ τ M with respect to these coordinates is given by
For any two Banach spaces X, Y , X . = Y means that they are equal in the sense of equivalent norms. The notation Lis(X, Y ) stands for the set of all bounded linear isomorphisms from X to Y .
Function Spaces on Uniformly Regular Riemannian Manifolds
In Section 2, we will review some prerequisites on function spaces and tensor fields over uniformly regular Riemannian manifolds. These materials are developed by H. Amann in [4, 5] for weighted sections of tensor fields defined on manifolds with "singular ends" characterized by a "singular function" ρ ∈ C ∞ (M, (0, ∞)). Such manifolds are uniformly regular iff the singular datum ρ ∼ 1 M . The work therein has been employed to establish continuous maximal regularity on uniformly regular Riemannian manifolds for parabolic differential operators in [44] . I will state the definitions and some properties of these spaces without giving proofs. The reader may refer to the aforementioned references in this paragraph for details. 
is called the (vector bundle) norm induced by g. Henceforth, we assume that V is a K-valued tensor bundle on M, i.e.,
, and Throughout the rest of this paper, we always assume that
) is a uniformly regular Riemannian manifold.
• s ≥ 0, and 1 < p < ∞.
• (π κ , ζ κ ) κ∈K is a localization system subordinate to A.
Here [a 
Here and in the following it is understood that a partially defined and compactly supported tensor field is automatically extended over the whole base manifold by identifying it to be zero sections outside its original domain. Moreover, let
. Let A be a countable index set and E α be Banach spaces for α ∈ A. Then we put E := α E α . We endow E with the product topology, that is, the the coarsest topology for which all projections pr β : E → E β , (e α ) α → e β are continuous. For 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞, we denote by l q (E) the linear subspace of E consisting of all x = (x α ) such that
Throughout the rest of this subsection, let
The Bessel potential spaces are defined by means of interpolation
Here 
Analogously, the Sobolev-Slobodeckii spaces are defined as 
, and R c is a coretraction.
For k ∈ N 0 , we define
We also set
endowed with the conventional projective topology. Then
Now the Hölder spaces BC s (M, V ) of order s for some k < s < k + 1 with k ∈ N 0 are defined by
We define the little Hölder spaces by
We denote by
the linear subspace of l ∞ (BC k ) of all u = (u κ ) κ such that ∂ α u κ is uniformly continuous on X κ for |α| ≤ k, uniformly with respect to κ ∈ K. Similarly, for any k < s < k + 1, we denote by 
In the following proposition, (·, ·) 
Proposition 2.4. The following embedding results hold for function spaces over
we mean a smooth bounded section m of Hom(
We still denote it by m.
] is a bilinear and continuous map for the following spaces:
, where s ≥ 0, F ∈ {bc, BC}.
Parameter-Dependent Diffeomorphism
This section is designated to develop a family of parameter-dependent diffeomorphisms {Θ * λ,µ : (λ, µ) ∈ B(0, r)} acting on tensor fields and differential operators. This family is induced by a truncated translation, and µ and λ denote translation in time and space, respectively. In [20] , J. Escher, J. Prüss and G. Simonett introduce a parameter-dependent technique to study regularity of solutions to parabolic and elliptic equations in Euclidean spaces. An important observation is that the results therein extend well to E-valued function spaces. We will employ this technique to establish the family Θ * λ,µ on a uniformly regular Riemannian manifold. The applications in later sections will prove it a very beneficial tool in the analysis of regularity of solutions to parabolic differential equations on manifolds, especially in proving analyticity of solutions.
3.1. Definition and Basic Properties. Suppose that (M, g) is a uniformly regular Riemannian manifold equipped with a uniformly regular atlas A. Given any point p ∈M, there is a local chart (O κp , ϕ κp ) ∈ A containing p. Let x p := ϕ κp (p) and d := dist(x p , ∂B m κp ). Henceforth, B(x, r) always denotes the ball with radius r centered at x in R n . The dimension n of the ball is not distinguished as long as it is clear from the context. We construct a new local patch (O ι , ϕ ι ) around p such that
Note that the atlasÃ := (Oκ, ϕκ)κ ∈K := A ∪ (O ι , ϕ ι ) remains uniformly regular. Choose ε 0 > 0 small such that 5ε 0 < 1 and set
We may assume that ζ| B5 ≡ 1. Choose two cut-off functions on B m :
Define a rescaled translation on B m for µ ∈ B(0, r) ⊂ R m with r sufficiently small:
Some properties of θ µ are listed below without giving proofs. The reader may find more details in [20, Section 2] . For sufficiently small r > 0 and any µ, µ 0 ∈ B(0, r),
The truncated shift θ µ induces a transformation Θ µ on M by:
Based on (T3), it is evident that Θ µ ∈ Diff ∞ (M) for µ ∈ B(0, r) with sufficiently small r. We can find an explicit global expression for Θ *
In the case F ∈ {W p , H p }, it is understood that u has a representative satisfying the given condition. Note that
cp is a Banach space endowed with the induced norm from F s (M, V ). The Banach spaces
are defined alike. The following lemma enables us to transfer the properties of θ * µ to the transformation Θ * µ , and hence plays a key role in the sequel.
Proof. Clearly, we have that ϕ *
It follows from the point-wise estimate [4, Lemma 3.1(iv)] and (R4) that with r, σ, τ ∈ N 0
for any a ∈ T σ τ M andκ ∈K, where | · | denotes the Euclidean norm. By (3.2), we
The case that F = bc follows from a density argument based on Proposition 2.4. We can fill in the non-integer s by Proposition 2.3 and interpolation theory, i.e.,
See [10, Theorem 3.1.2 and 4.
. Now the assertion is an immediate consequence of the open mapping theorem.
is a straightforward consequence of the definitions of Θ * µ , Θ µ * and (T1).
(ii) By the open mapping theorem, it is sufficient to show that Θ * µ L(F s (M,V )) is uniformly bounded with respect to µ ∈ B(0, r).
By Proposition 2.5, we infer that there exists a constant M 1 such that
Henceforth, we always identify the multiplication operators m ς and m 1 M −ς with ς and 1 M − ς, respectively. By Lemma 3.1, we can find a constant M 2 > 0 such that
Note that M 1 , M 2 depend only on the choice of F s . On the other hand, by [20, Proposition 2.4(a)], there exists a uniform constant M 3 with respect to µ ∈ B(0, r) such that
This completes the proof.
3.2. Higher Regularity. In this subsection, we will show that regularity of the map [µ → Θ * µ u] can be inherited from the local smoothness of u near p ∈M. Given any open subset O ⊂ M containing p, by choosing ε 0 small enough, we can always achieve ψ ι (B 3 ) ⊂ O. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
Suppose that M is a C ω -uniformly regular Riemannian manifold. We say a tensor
. Hereafter, it is understood that in the case k = ω, the manifold M is always assumed to be C ω -uniformly regular.
Proof. As in Proposition 3.3, one checks that ψ *
) and thus is real analytic. This proves the first part of the assertion. Pick µ ∈ B(0, r) and choose ε > 0 so small that µ + he j ∈ B(0, r) for all h ∈ (−ε, ε) and j ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}. 
is uniformly continuous for all |α| ≤ l. Owing to the embedding BC l cp ֒→ F s cp and Lemma 3.1, the convergence of (3.6) in F s (M, V ) now is straightforward. The rest of the assertion follows by induction.
The following inverse of Theorem 3.4 is of indispensable character in analyzing regularity of solutions to differential equations.
Proof. The "only if" part has been established in Theorem 3.4. So we only deal with the "if" part. For every p ∈M, consider the evaluation map
, and thus is real analytic. Moreover, for small enough r it holds that
Hence for any p ∈M, we can find a local chart (ψ κp (B(x p , rd)), ϕ κp ) with
Here C : 
Proposition 2.5 empowers us to extend [44, Corollary 2.10] to:
The parameter-dependent family of diffeomorphisms, i.e., {Θ * µ : µ ∈ B(0, r)}, generates a parameter-dependent family of differential operators, {A µ : µ ∈ B(0, r)}, on M, given by
We shall show that regularity of the coefficients a κ α translates into the smoothness of the map [µ → A µ ].
Proposition 3.7. Let n ∈ N 0 , k ∈ N 0 ∪ {∞, ω}, and p ∈M.
or equivalently for all |α| ≤ l and κ ∈ K, (a
The conditions of (a) and (3.1) imply that a
The second equality follows from (3.8). A similar argument to (3.9) implies
This A straightforward modification of the construction in Section 3.1 now engenders a parameter-dependent transformation in terms of the time variable:
̺ λ (t) := t + ξ(t)λ, for any t ∈ I and λ ∈ R.
It is not hard to deduce that for sufficiently small r > 0 we have
Now we define a parameter-dependent transformation involving both time and space variables, given by
where χ is defined in Section 3.1 and U is a given open subset in R m containing B(0, 3ε). It is a simple matter to show that θ λ,µ ∈ Diff ∞ (J × U ) for any (λ, µ) ∈ B m+1 (0, r) for sufficiently small r. Here and in the following, I will not distinguish between B(0, r), B m (0, r) and B m+1 (0, r). As long as the dimension of the ball is clear from the context, we always simply write them B(0, r).
For v : I × U → E, the parameter-dependent diffeomorphism can be expressed as
As before, we define the induced parameter-dependent transformation on I × M as follows. Given a function u : I × M → V , we set
where T µ (t) := Θ * ξ(t)µ and (λ, µ) ∈ B(0, r). It is important to note that u λ,µ (0, ·) = u(0, ·) for any function u and any (λ, µ).
In order to show smoothness of the family of parameter-dependent transformations {Θ * λ,µ : (λ, µ) ∈ B(0, r)}, I will first quote: Lemma 3.8. [20, Lemma 5.1] Let X be a Banach space. Suppose that
Let F (µ)(t) := f (ξ(t)µ) for µ ∈ B(0, r) and t ∈ I. Then we have
Proposition 3.9. Let l ∈ N 0 , k ∈ N 0 ∪ {∞, ω}, and p ∈M.
is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.3, Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.8.
The assertion follows by Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 3.8.
For F ∈ {bc, W p , H p } and l ∈ N, we put
Proposition 3.10. Let l ∈ N. Suppose that u ∈ E 1 (I). Then u λ,µ ∈ E 1 (I). Moreover, there exists some B λ,µ satisfying
such that 
For the same reason, one checks that
By [20, Proposition 5.3] and Lemma 3.1, we immediately have that
(iii) With either choice of E 1 (I), the time derivative of u λ,µ can be computed as
In the last step, by definition of T µ , we get
We can write B λ,µ in an explicit way as
where A j is a first order linear differential operator compactly supported in O ι such that A 
Now (3.11) follows from Proposition 2.5.
Remark 3.11. Any theorem in this section can be formulated with M being a C kuniformly regular Riemannian manifold as long as k is no smaller than the highest order of function spaces appearing in that theorem.
Before closing this Section, we give a proof for the main theorem:
Proof. (of Theorem 1.1) We can define a new manifold M := I × M. Whenever M is a C k -uniformly regular Riemannian manifold, M is also one. On M, the family {Θ * λ,µ : (λ, µ) ∈ B(0, r)} of diffeomorphisms plays a similar role to {Θ * µ : µ ∈ B(0, r)} on M. Then the proof of Theorem 3.5 can be carried out in the new settings by a minute modification withγ p replaced byγ (t0,p) . (c) Even with the presence of real analyticity, namely, k = ω, in order to establish the theorems in this section, it is sufficient to assume that M is a uniformly regular Riemannian manifold.
In fact, by a well-known theorem of H. Whitney, every C ∞ -Riemannian manifold admits a compatible real analytic atlasÂ = (Oκ, ϕκ)κ ∈K . We use the convention that u ∈ C ω (M, V ) if it is real analytic in terms ofÂ. Around any given p ∈M, we can pick a subset S ⊂K so that p ∈ Oη for someη ∈ S and
is still a uniformly regular atlas for M, after possibly normalizing the local patches (Oκ, ϕκ)κ ∈S . It yields a new atlas, which is still denoted by A. An important observation is that Proposition 2.1, 2.2 and Lemma 3.1 still hold with the modified atlas. Moreover, we can define functions belonging to C ω (O, V ) in terms of A. Note that the topology of F s (M, V ) is independent of the choice of the atlas. One can check that all the theorems in Section 3 remain true with respect to the new atlas.
The Ricci-DeTurck Flow
We first look at the Ricci flow formulated by R. Hamilton. The Ricci flow deforms the metric tensor g of a m-dimensional compact closed manifold by the law:
where Rc(g) is the Ricci tensor of the metric g and g 0 is a metric. We will treat equation 4.1 in its modified version formulated in B. Chow and D. Knopf [14] . The authors show therein the equivalence of their formulation for the Ricci-DeTurck flow to the work of D. DeTurck. It will be shown in this section that on a compact C ∞ -Riemannian manifold (M,g) the solution to the Ricci flow 4.1 is analytic in time with respect to the BC(M, T 0 2 M)-topology. As is known, (M,g) admits a compatible real analytic structure. It follows from [38] that there is a real analytic metric on M. Without loss of generality, we may assume that A andg are real analytic.
We will introduce some notations and concepts prior to the analysis of the Ricci flow. For some fixed interval I = [0, T ], γ ∈ (0, 1] and Banach space X, we define
and
In particular, we put BUC 0 (I, X) := BUC(I, X) and BUC 1 0 (I, X) := BUC 1 (I, X).
In addition, if I = [0, T ) is a half open interval, then
We equip these two spaces with the natural Fréchet topology induced by the topology of BUC 1−γ ([0, t], X) and BUC 
This condition can be equivalently stated as follows. A is normally elliptic iff there exist 0 < r < R such that the spectrum of the principal symbols of its local expressions A κ (x, ∂), i.e.,σA
For notational convenience, we set Here g is said to be positive definite if there exists a constant c > 0 such that
at all p ∈ M and X ∈ T p M. Here ·, · :
is the fiber-wise defined duality pairing on M. In the first place, I will present DeTurck's trick in getting a modified formulation for equation (4.1). For any sufficiently smooth metric g, we can define a global vector field
, whereΓ k pq are the Christoffel symbols of the fixed real analytic background metric g. Note that W g is a well-defined global vector field, since the difference of two connections is a (1, 2)-tensor. Taking the Lie derivative of the metric tensor g with respect to W g induces a map P :
which is a second order nonlinear differential operator acting on g. Here ST 0 2 M denotes the smooth sections of SV . For the sake of working with a fixed atlas independent of time, henceforth we will treat equation (4.1) in the atlas A instead of the commonly used geodesic normal coordinates with respect to the evolving metric g(t). Let SE := {a ∈ E : a ij = a ji } with the subscripts ordered lexicographically as aforementioned. Then u ∈ Γ(M, SV ) iff ψ * κ u ∈ SE B m for all κ ∈ K. We have
An immediate observation is that the spaces F s (M, SV ) and
with F ∈ {bc, BC}, respectively, and thus are Banach spaces. It is also easy to see that Proposition 2.2 still holds true with V and E replaced by SV and SE, respectively. Hereafter, I will use some of the results established in the previous sections and [44] with the minute modification that V and E are replaced by SV and SE. One may check that their proofs remain true unless the necessary modifications are pointed out. In the following, we seek a solution to the Ricci-DeTurck flow:
where g 0 is the initial metric of M in (4.1). In [16] , the author shows that for any smooth initial metric g 0 , the initial-value problem (4.3) has a unique smooth solution g(t) existing on J(g 0 ) :
We will adopt an implicit function theorem argument below to show analyticity of g. To this end, we first use continuous maximal regularity theory established in [44] to give an existence theorem for equation (4.3) with bc 2+α -continuous initial data. Let (Q(g)) ij be the components of Q(g) and (Q κ (g)) ij := (ψ * κ Q(g)) ij . In every local chart (O κ , ϕ κ ), it holds that
) is a rational function involving the components of g and their first order derivatives with
The symbol of the principal part of (−DQ(g)) κ , the local expression for the Fréchet derivative of −Q(g) in the local patch (O κ , ϕ κ ), equalŝ
The positive definiteness of g immediately implies that −DQ(g) is normally elliptic for each g ∈ ℧. Because DQ(g) ∈ L(SE 1 , SE 0 ), an inspection into the proof of [44, 
on the maximal interval of existence J(g 0 ) :
Henceforth,ĝ is used exclusively for the solution to equation 
and set U(J) := {u ∈ SE 1 (J) : u(t) ∈ ℧, for all t ∈ J}.
Clearly, U(J) is open in SE 1 (J). Let u :=ĝ λ,µ = Θ * λ,µĝ . Then by Proposition 3.10, u satisfies the equation
with γ 0 standing for the evaluation map at t = 0, i.e., γ 0 (g) = g(0). The subsequent step is to verify the conditions of the implicit function theorem.
(i) Note that Φ(ĝ λ,µ , (λ, µ)) = (0, 0) T for any (λ, µ) ∈ B(0, r). One can compute the Fréchet derivative of Φ in the first component, namely, D 1 Φ:
Thus it yields
By (4.5), for every t ∈ J,
Proof. The statement follows from (4.7) and [15, Lemma 2.8(a)].
(ii) Now it remains to show that Φ ∈ C ω (U(J) × B(0, r), SE 0 (J) × SE 1 ).
By Proposition 3.10 and (4.
We define a bilinear and continuous map f by:
Since f is real analytic, it yields
From equation (4.4), we know that, in every local chart (O κ , ϕ κ ) and for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, Q(g) can be written in the form of
where the A r κ,ij are linear differential operators of order at most two belonging to L(bc 2+α (B m , E), bc α (B m )) acting on the components of g whose coefficients are in
denotes the determinant of the first fundamental form for the metric g. The power 3 of det[g] follows from the wellknown formula for inverse matrix. We setπ κp := ζ κp + ζ ι − ζ κp ζ ι andπ κ := π 2 κ −π κp π 2 κ . In virtue of (L2), one can check that (π κ ) κ∈K forms a partition of unity subordinate to A. Decompose Q into
We introduce an auxiliary function
These are well-defined operators of order at most two on M. One checks that the coefficients of their local expressions in (O κp , ϕ κp ) belong to
and are supported in supp(̟). By Proposition 3.9(b), we thus have
Next we define a tensor field
Proof. By Using the notation in the lemma above, we can writẽ
Here
It follows from an analogous argument as above, [44, Proposition 6.4] and Proposition 2.5, 3.9(a) that
By Proposition 2.5, Lemma 4.3, (4.8) and (4.9), we hence conclude that
Applying this argument to all other componentsπ κ Q, by (4.2) we immediately have
The implicit function theorem implies that there is a B(0, r 0 ) ⊂ B(0, r) such that
Because (t 0 , p) is arbitrary and E 1 ֒→ BC(M, V ), it follows from Theorem 1.1 that
The one-parameter family of vector fields Wĝ(t) exists as long as the solutionĝ(t) to (4.3) exists, i.e., Wĝ(t) lives on J(g 0 ). As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.4, we attain
One defines a one-parameter family of maps φ t : M → M by
The proof of [14, Lemma 3.15] shows that the solution to this system of ODE exists smoothly onJ(g 0 ) and remains diffeomorphisms for all time.
Proposition 4.5. [14, Section 3.3:
Step 3] The family of metricsḡ(t) := φ * tĝ (t) with t ∈ J(g 0 ) is a solution to the Ricci flow (4.1).
Y. SHAO
Proof. We will present a brief proof for the reader's convenience. First observe that g(0) =ĝ(0) = g 0 . Then we compute
= −2Rc(φ * tĝ (t)). (4.12) follows from the identity:
Henceḡ(t) solves the Ricci flow (4.1).
We prove a theorem on time-analyticity of solutions to the Ricci flow: Theorem 4.6. Suppose that g 0 ∈ ℧ := {g ∈ bc 2+α (M, SV ) : g positive definite} with some fixed 0 < α < 1. Then there exists a T (g 0 ) > 0 such that on the maximal interval of existence J(g 0 ) :
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that T (g 0 ) is small enough such that for each local patch (O κ , ϕ κ ) and each p ∈ ψ κ ( 2+r0 3 B m ), φ t (p) remains in O κ , where r 0 ∈ (0, 1) is a shrinking constant in the uniformly shrinkable property of A. Put
We will split (4.11) into infinite dimensional vector-valued ODEs. Actually, if we choose to work with the usual R m -valued ODEs, then we will only be able to show that the flow through every p ∈ M is analytic, i.e.,ḡ(·,
(4.14)
Thanks toĝ ∈ C(J, ℧) ∩ C ω (J × M, SV ), (3.3) and (4.10), we obtain
Let X := C(B, B m ) and Y := C(B, R m ). For any u ∈ X and v ∈ Y with v Y so small that u + v ∈ X, we have
. Thus the expression in the last line converges to 0 in Y as v Y → 0. Together with the second part of (4.15), it implies that
By the Picard-Lindelöf Theorem, there exists a unique solutionĥ κ ∈ C 1 (J, X) to (4.14) on J 1 := [0, T 1 ]. Given any t 0 ∈J 1 , we pick I := [ε, T ] ⊂J 1 with t 0 ∈I. 
On the other hand, we can also infer from (4.16) that for every (t 0 , x 0 ) ∈J×X, there exist constants M, R, r 1 depending on (t 0 , x 0 ) such that for all (s,
follows from a compactness argument that there exist uniform constants M, R such that (4.17) holds for all (s, u 0 (t)) with s, t ∈ I. We conclude that for every λ 0
β converges in C(I, Y ) for sufficiently small r > 0 and (u, λ) ∈ B C(I,Y ) (u 0 , r)×B(0, r). This implies
The implicit function theorem and a similar argument to Theorem 3.5 now yield
Likewise, we also considerĥ κ to be define onB.
(ii)ĥ κ satisfies the following equation for every x ∈B on J 1 :
is continuously differentiable with respect to x for every t ∈ J 1 . Let A(t) := −D 2 W κ (t,ĥ κ (t)). Consider the following ODE on I:
By [1, Remarks 7.10(c) ] and an implicit function theorem argument similar to step (i), we can thus infer that
An easy computation shows that ∂ iĥκ satisfies (4.20) point-wise on B, i.e., it solves
for all x ∈ B. By uniqueness of the solution to the above ODE, we infer that
We obtain (4.13) by arguing similarly for all continuations ofĥ κ in all local patches.
(iii) Theorem 4.4 implies that ψ * κĝ ∈ C ω (J × B m , SE), which in turn yields
Then we attain
Here (∂ iĥκ ) k denotes the k-th entry of ∂ iĥκ , and likewise for (∂ jĥκ ) l . (4.13) implies
Without loss of generality, we may assume that (π κ ) κ is subordinate to the open cover (ψ κ (B)) κ of M, see [4, Lemma 3.2] for justification. Then we obtain
Now the statement follows from Proposition 2.2.
Remark 4.7. The result in Theorem 4.4 can be extended to non-compact C ω -uniformly regular Riemannian manifolds, as long as g 0 is bc 2+α -continuous for some α ∈ (0, 1) and g 0 ∼g.
The Surface Diffusion Flow
The problem of the surface diffusion flow aims at finding a family of smooth immersed oriented hypersurfaces Γ = {Γ(t) : t ≥ 0} in R m+1 satisfying the equation:
Here V (t) denotes the velocity in the normal direction of Γ at time t and H Γ(t) stands for the mean curvature of Γ(t). ∆ Γ(t) is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on Γ(t). We choose the orientation induced by the outer normal so that V (t) is positive when the enclosed region is growing and H Γ(t) is negative while the enclosed region is convex.
If we start from an compact closed embedded initial hypersurface Γ 0 belonging to the class bc s for some s > 2, then by the discussion in [42, Section 4] we can find a m-dimensional real analytic compact closed embedded oriented hypersurface (M, g) with g as the Euclidean metric on M, a function ρ 0 ∈ bc s (M) and a parametrization 
For any fixed t, we do not distinguish between ρ(t, ·) and ρ(t, ψ κ (·)) in each local coordinate (O κ , ϕ κ ) and abbreviate Ψ ρ (t, ·) to be Ψ ρ := Ψ ρ (t, ·). In addition, the hypersurface Γ(t) will be simply written as Γ ρ as long as the choice of t is of no importance in the context, or ρ is independent of t.
Let 0 < α < 1. We define
For any ρ ∈ ℧, im(Ψ ρ ) constitutes a bc 2+α -hypersurface Γ ρ . In this case, Ψ ρ defines a bc 2+α -diffeomorphism from M onto Γ ρ .
Here and in the following, it is understood that the Einstein summation convention is employed and all the summations run from 1 to m for all repeated indices. 
Here σ jk (ρ) are the components of the induced metric σ * (ρ) on the cotangent bundle. Note that σ jk (ρ) involves the derivatives of ρ merely up to order one. γ i jk (ρ) are the corresponding Christoffel symbols of σ(ρ), which contain the derivatives of ρ up to second order.
In [43] , the author derives an expression for H ρ = P 1 (ρ)ρ + F 1 (ρ):
where Tr(·) denotes the trace operator, and 
In particular, β(ρ) ≤ 1 for any ρ ∈ ℧. Note that in every local chart
where P β (ρ) is a polynomial in ρ with BC ∞ ∩ C ω -coefficients and Q β (ρ) = 0 is a polynomial in ρ and ∂ j ρ with BC ∞ ∩ C ω -coefficients. Γ k ij are the Christoffel symbols of the metric g. l i j and l ij are the components of the Weingarten tensor L M and the second fundamental form L M of M with respect to g, respectively. In particular, we have
The reader may refer to [17, 24] for a different analysis of the mean curvature operator. Now the first line of equation (5.1) is equivalent to
There exists a global operator R(ρ) ∈ L(bc 3+α (M), E 0 ) such that R is well defined on ℧ and:
We set
Note that third order derivatives of ρ do not appear in F (ρ). Hence it is well-defined on ℧. 
For ρ 0 ∈ ℧, now the surface diffusion flow equation (5.1) can be rewritten as:
Given (x, ξ) ∈ B m × S m−1 with |ξ| = 1, estimate the principal symbol of (P (ρ)) κ :
in every local chart (O κ , ϕ κ ) for some c > 0 by the compactness of M. Thus P (ρ) is normally elliptic for any ρ ∈ ℧. By [44, Theorem 3.6], we infer that
Owing to [15, Theorem 4 .1], we can restate the result in [17] as follows:
Theorem 5.1. For any ρ 0 ∈ ℧ := {ρ ∈ bc 2+α (M) : ρ M ∞ < a} for some α ∈ (0, 1) and sufficiently small a > 0, there exists a unique solutionρ to equation (5.6) with maximal interval of existence J(ρ 0 ) := [0, T (ρ 0 )):
We are now ready to prove the analyticity of the solutionρ as we did for the Ricci flow. Set G(ρ) :
λ,µ within B(0, r) for sufficiently small r. Henceforth, we always use the notation ρ exclusively for the solution to (5.6). Set u :=ρ λ,µ . Then u satisfies the equation
Define a map Φ :
.
Note that Φ(ρ λ,µ , (λ, µ)) = 0 0 for any (λ, µ) ∈ B(0, r).
(i) As discussed in Section 4, one obtains that
The principal part of DG(ρ) coincides with that of P (ρ). Therefore, it follows from [44, Theorem 3.6] and an analogous argument to Lemma 4.2 that
(ii) Adopting the decomposition in Section 4, we obtain that
By the proceeding discussion, the local expression ofπ κ G(ρ) in (O κ , ϕ κ ) reads as
for every ρ ∈ U(J) and some n, s 1 , s 2 ∈ N. Here S κ is a polynomial of ρ and its derivatives up to fourth order whose coefficients belong to
Observe that the components of the metric g Γ and σ(ρ) are polynomials of ρ and ∂ j ρ with coefficients belonging to
. Thus an analogous argument as for the Ricci flow applies to the scalar functionπ κ G(ρ). It implies that
Now the implicit function theorem and Theorem 1.1 yields the main theorems of this section:
Corollary 5.3. Suppose that ρ andρ are two solutions to (5.6) with initial data ρ 0 ,ρ 0 ∈ ℧ with ℧ defined as in Theorem 5.1 for some α ∈ (0, 1) on J := [0, T ) belonging to the class C
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that Γ 0 is a compact closed embedded oriented hypersurface in R m+1 belonging to the class C 2+α for some α ∈ (0, 1). Then the surface diffusion flow (5.1) has a local solution Γ = {Γ(t) : t ∈ [0, T )} for some T > 0. Moreover,
is a real analytic hypersurface in R m+2 . In particular, each manifold Γ(t) is real analytic for t ∈ (0, T ).
Proof. Note that C 2+α (M) ֒→ bc 2+s (M) for any s ∈ (0, α). For each (t 0 , q) ∈ M = t∈J(ρ0) ({t} × Γ(t)), there exists a p ∈ M such that Ψ ρ (t 0 , p) = q. Here Γ(t) = im(Ψ ρ (t, ·)). Theorem 5.2 states that there exists a local patch (O κ , ϕ κ ) such that p ∈ O κ and ρ • ψ κ is real analytic inJ(ρ 0 ) × B m . Therefore, we conclude
This proves the assertion.
The Mean Curvature Flow
The averaged mean curvature flow problem, or sometimes been called volume preserving mean curvature flow problem, consists in looking for a family of smooth hypersurfaces Γ = {Γ(t) : t ≥ 0} in R m+1 satisfying the following equation
where V (t) and H Γ(t) have the same meaning as in the previous section, while h Γ(t) stands for the average of the mean curvature on Γ(t), that is, for t ≥ 0
H Γ(t) dV gΓ with g Γ being the Euclidean metric on Γ(t). For 0 < s < α < 1 and γ = 2+s−α 2
, let
If we start with an initial hypersurface Γ 0 in the class bc 2+s , then we can find a real analytic compact closed embedded hypersurface (M, g) with g being the Euclidean metric on M and a function ρ : [0, T ) × M → (−a, a) for some T > 0 and sufficiently small a > 0 such that {Γ(t) : t ∈ [0, T )} can be characterized as in (5.2).
We identify ρ(t, ψ κ (·)) with ρ(t, ·). Let β(ρ), L M , P 1 (ρ) and F 1 (ρ) be the same as in Section 5. Following [42, formula (25) ], we set
where
L M is the shape matrix of (M, g). Note that α(ρ) is a polynomial of ρ with BC ∞ ∩ C ω -coefficients in every local chart. Define
To simplify the notations, we set The above arguments enable us to translate equation (6.1) into ρ t + P (ρ)ρ = F (ρ), ρ(0) = ρ 0 ,
where ρ 0 ∈ W s . In particular,
By examining the symbol of the principal part for (P (ρ)) κ , that is,
it is easily seen that P (ρ) is normally elliptic for any ρ ∈ W s . By (6.3), B(ρ) is a lower order perturbation compared to P (ρ) − B(ρ). Following the discussion in the previous sections and [15, Lemma 2.7(c)], the result in [23] can be restated as: We thus conclude from the above propositions that Φ ∈ C ω (U(J) × B(0, r), E 0 (J) × E 1 ).
Similarly, it is immediate from the discussion in the previous sections that D 1 Φ(ρ, (0, 0)) ∈ Lis(E 1 (J), E 0 (J) × E 1 ).
The implicit function theorem and Theorem 1.1 thus yield the following theorems:
Theorem 6.3. Suppose that Γ 0 is a compact closed embedded oriented hypersurface in R m+1 belonging to the class C 2+s for some s ∈ (0, 1). Then the averaged mean curvature flow (6.1) has a local solution Γ = {Γ(t) : t ∈ [0, T )} for some T > 0. Moreover, M := t∈(0,T ) ({t} × Γ(t)) is a real analytic hypersurface in R m+2 .
Remark 6.4. The case that Γ 0 belongs to the class C 2 is permissible in the above theorem, provided that we consider P, F as functions defined on an open subset {ρ ∈ bc 1+s (M) : ρ M ∞ < a} of bc 1+s (M) in the proof of Theorem 6.1 and use the quasi-linear structure of (6.4).
Following an analogous discussion, we can show that the solution to the mean curvature flow V (t) = H Γ(t) , Γ(0) = Γ 0 .
(6.8)
immediately becomes analytic.
Theorem 6.5. Suppose that Γ 0 is a compact closed embedded oriented hypersurface in R m+1 belonging to the class C 2+s for some 0 < s < 1. Then the mean curvature flow (6.8) has a local solution Γ = {Γ(t) : t ∈ [0, T )} for some T > 0. Moreover, M := t∈(0,T ) ({t} × Γ(t)) is a real analytic hypersurface in R m+2 .
Remark 6.6. An analogous result to Corollary 5.3 holds for the (averaged) mean curvature flow.
